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In a report requested by the U.S. National Research Council on the state of
research and knowledge on children's mathematics learning, Kilpatrick,
Swafford, and Findell (2001) concluded that: "The more mathematical concepts
they understand, the more sensible mathematics becomes" (p. 131). Accord-
ing to Kilpatrick et al., conceptual understanding helps organize mathematical
information into a coherent whole, helps relate new knowledge to old, enhanc-
es retention of mathematical knowledge and information, and therefore pro-
vides students with the ability to connect concepts and procedures. Conceptual
knowledge can also facilitate learning because it enables children to identify
similarities across problem solving situations even when the situations appear
to be, at least on the surface, unrelated. Children with good conceptual knowl-
edge have deeply organized their knowledge into a strong network of facts and
principles (Kilpatrick et al., 2001).

One of the first studies in psychology to examine children's understanding
of an arithmetic concept was reported by Starkey and Gelman (1982). Starkey
and Gelman based their study on Piaget's (1952) tenet that children can only
truly understand addition and subtraction if they understand that the two opera-
tions are inversely related to one another. Piaget was building on his idea of how
children acquire conservation—that a property or object remains fundamentally
unchanged despite some irrelevant transformation. In the classic conservation
of liquid task, Piaget showed children two short and wide glasses both filled
with the same amount of liquid and then poured the contents of one of them
into a tall narrow glass. Piaget noted that a child who understood conservation
could explain why the amount of liquid in both final containers—one short and
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wide and the other tall and narrow—was the same, even though the glasses
containing the same amounts of liquid were themselves different, by using the
inversion explanation. If the liquid in the new tall and thin container was poured
back into its original short and wide container then this would be the reverse or
inverse of the original action and the amount of liquid would be demonstrably
the same. Piaget applied this notion of conservation or quantitative identity and
how an amount stayed unchanged despite an irrelevant physical transformation
to several different types of tasks, such as conservation of mass and conserva-
tion of length. He also extended it into his examination of children's concepts
about number. His work about how children understand mathematics is con-
sidered integral for educators and researchers concerned with how children's
performance in mathematics is hindered when an understanding of mathematics
is not an integral part of their learning (Fuson, 2009).

Using Piaget's ideas, Starkey and Gelman (1982) tested whether children
understood the concept of inversion as it pertained to addition and subtraction
by asking 3-, 4-, and 5-year-olds to solve problems, such as 1 + 2 — 2 using con-
crete objects. If children understood that addition and subtraction are inversely
related then they would not need to perform any calculations to arrive at the
correct answer of 1 as the same number was both added and subtracted. Star-
key and Gelman found children's accuracy on these problems was moderate to
high across development and hypothesized that solving the problems accurately
could mean that a child understood the concept of inversion as it applies to
the operations of addition and subtraction. Although not without some method-
ologicalissues, this study has served as an important cornerstone for subsequent
research on children's understanding of arithmetic concepts.

WHAT IS CONCEPTUAL KNOWLEDGE OF ARITHMETIC?

Over the years, there have been a number of definitions proposed for conceptual
knowledge of arithmetic and therein lies one of the difficulries of conducting
research in this area (Crooks & Alibali, 2014). A second difficulty is finding
measures of knowledge—a point that will be discussed later. With respect to
the first point, the issue is that if there is no consensus about the definition of
conceptual knowledge, then how can studies of conceptual knowledge from dif-
ferent labs using different measures or tasks be compared?
A number of definitions have been proposed over the last 30 years or so.

Hiebert and Lefevre (1986) defined conceptual knowledge as an interconnect-
ed web of knowledge that includes how information within a domain, such as
mathematics is related. Kilpatrick et al. (2001) proposed that conceptual knowl-
edge is the understanding of mathematical concepts, operations, and relations.
Similarly, Baroody and Ginsburg (1986) considered conceptual knowledge to
be implicit or explicit understanding of concepts or principles. This definition
has been used by a large number of researchers across a wide variety of math-
ematical concepts (e.g., Rittle-Johnson & Alibali, 1999). Bisanz and LeFevre
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Nas the same, even though the glasses (1990) further expanded on Baroody and Ginsburg's definition to propose that
were themselves different, by using the conceptual knowledge of arithmetic can be thought of as "the principles that re-
„ new tall and thin container was poured flect the underlying structure of mathematics and that can be inferred from the
rtainer then this would be the reverse or selective use of effective procedures under conditions where those principles
nount of liquid would be demonstrably apply" (p. 216).
:onservation or quantitative idenrity and Although still a matter of debate regarding which definitions) of conceptual
to an irrelevant physical transformation knowledge should be used in guiding research (Crooks & Alibali, 2014), a mat-
as conservation of mass and conserva- ter that will probably not be resolved in the near future given the complexities
his examination of children's concepts and variety of definitions and measures of conceptual knowledge. The research
iildren understand mathematics is con- discussed in this chapter is based on Bisanz and LeFevre's (1990) definition of
archers concerned with how children's conceptual knowledge, and includes two of the three most common definitions
when an understanding of mathematics identified by Crooks and Alibali (2014).
Fuson, 2009).
Selman (1982) tested whether children

TFiE IMPORTANCE OF CONCEPTUAL KNOWLEDGE
it pertained to addition and subtraction
e problems, such as 1 + 2 — 2 using con- Despite the lack of consensus on what is meant by conceptual knowledge,
it addition and subtraction are inversely there does appear to be strong agreement on why parents, teachers, and re-
;rform any calculations to arrive at the searchers should care about children's understanding of arithmetic concepts.
;r was both added and subtracted. Star- The National Mathematics Advisory Panel (2008) proposed that "conceptual
acy on these problems was moderate to understanding is critical for children's ability to identify and correct errors, for
red that solving the problems accurately appropriately transferring algorithms to solve novel problems, and for under-
e concept of inversion as it applies to standing novel problems in general (pp.4-14)." Conceptual knowledge may
~n. Although not without some method- also be an important basis for how children discover new problem solving pro-
~n important cornerstone for subsequent cedures (Baroody, 2003; Rittle-Johnson, Schneider, &Star, 2015). Knowledge
arithmetic concepts. of concepts can provide shortcuts during problem solving procedures (Jordan,

Hanich, & Uberti, 2003) and therefore result in faster problem solving and more

LEDGE OF ARITHMETIC?
accurate answers (Lai, Baroody, &Johnson, 2008).

Even though there is an almost universal acknowledgement about how

;r of definitions proposed for conceptual important conceptual knowledge of mathematics is—not only for current but

~s one of the difficulties of conducting future mathematics learning—research on this knowledge has lagged far be-

i, 2014). A second difficulty is finding hind research on the other two types of knowledge (procedural and factual).

Nill be discussed later: With respect to Bisanz (1999) noted that the role of conceptual understanding of how children's

is no consensus about the definition of knowledge and skills in mathematics develop was underresearched. Interesting-

~dies of conceptual knowledge from dif- ly, although the development of children's conceptual knowledge is attracting

asks be compared? more attention from researchers (Crooks & Alibali, 2014), much remains to be

proposed over the last 30 years or so. learned about this development (Gilmore & Papadatou-Pastou, 2009).

~ceptual knowledge as an interconnect-
✓ information within a domain, such as

A BRIEF HISTORY OF RESEARCH
2001) proposed that conceptual knowl-

ON CONCEPTUAL KNOWLEDGE
cal concepts, operations, and relations.
~) considered conceptual knowledge to Research on conceptual knowledge has been hindered not only by defini-
concepts or principles. This definition tional ambiguity, but also by how to best measure this knowledge (Prather &
Marchers across a wide variety of math- Alibali, 2009). Most researchers have concluded conceptual knowledge is best
& Alibali, 1999). Bisanz and LeFevre measured indirecfly (Bisanz & LeFevre, 1990; Canobi, 2009; Carpenter, 1986;
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Dixon & Boncoddo, 2009). The most commonly used method is to present
children with arithmetic problems that are most easily and quickly solved
if children have knowledge of the underlying concepts, principles, or rela-
tions. For example, if children understand that addition and subtraction are
inversely related operations, even when presented with a problem, such as
354297 + 8638298 — 8638298, they should be able to quickly and accurately
solve the problem by stating the first number. This approach is typically called
the inversion shortcut (Bisanz & LeFevre, 1990). If, however, they do not un-
derstand that addition and subtraction are inversely related and they do not have
a calculator or even pencil and paper handy, this problem will take most chil-
dren alongtime to solve and they are likely to make a calculation error.

Simply asl~ing children what they know, for example, about the relation
between addition and subtracrion often does not yield information relating to
children's knowledge of the inverse relation between addition and subtraction.
Instead, researchers have used novel tasks, such as the inversion problem (Star-
key &Gelman, 1982). When students encounter new or novel problems, they
can make use of their conceptual knowledge to generate novel problem solving
procedures (Schneider, Rittle-Johnson, &Star, 2011). The generation of these
procedures suggests that the students at least implicitly understand the associ-
ated concepts. If children spontaneously report using conceptual knowledge to
solve problems then they are demonstrating explicit knowledge which is typi-
cally considered a more stringent measure of their conceptual understanding
(Canobi, 2009) as compared to, when they are taught conceptually-based prob-
lem solving procedures (Carpenter, 1986).

So, when measuring conceptual knowledge through the use of problem soly-
ing procedures—a notion integral in Bisanz and LeFevre's (1990) definition of
conceptual knowledge, the use of novel problems is important. Novel problems
mean that children must spontaneously generate a new problem solving proce-
dure or transfer a known procedure from a conceptually similar but superficially
different problem. In this way, there is no possibility that children are using the
rote application of a previously ]earned procedure. Application of such a rotely
learned procedure would mean that children are not required to understand the
concepts or principles being assessed in order to solve the problem success-
fully. Moreover, the necessity of understanding a specific concept or principle
in order to generate a problem solving procedure yields important information
about the strategies that children can spontaneously use (Dixon &Moore, 1996)
so it helps researchers and educators to not only know more about children's
conceptual knowledge of arithmetic and, consequently also provides insights
into children's procedural knowledge.

It so happens that, for most children, the inversion problems originally for-
mulated by Starkey and Gelman (1982) are novel to them. In school, particular-
ly in the early years, they spend most of their time dealing only with two-term
problems (e.g., 3 X 4) or three-term problems involving the same operations
(e.g., 2 + 5 + 13). Three-term (or more) problems only become more common
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commonly used method is to present ~n the late middle school years when children start learning algebra but in those
are most easily and quickly solved problems, children are more focused on solving for the unknown. That said,

lerlying concepts, principles, or rela- researchers have proposed that understanding of the inverse relation between
and that addition and subtraction are not only addirion and subtraction but also between multiplication and division
n presented with a problem, such as ~s integral for learning algebra (Nunes et al., 2008). In this way, inversion prob-
~uld be able to quickly and accurately lems (e.g., 2 + 23 — 23) are ideal for assessing children's understanding of the
nber. This approach is typically called inverse relation between addition and subtraction and multiplication and divi-
-e, 1990). If, however, they do not un- sion (Gilmore & Papadatou-Pastou, 2009). Bisanz and LeFevre (1990) played a
inversely related and they do not have key role in taking Starkey and Gelman's inversion problems and developing a
Andy, this problem will take most chil- design to effectively assess conceptual knowledge.
:ely to make a calculation error. Bisanz and LeFevre (1990) not only assessed children's accuracy on inver-
:now, for example, about the relation Sion problems (e.g., 6 + 3 — 3 = _), they also asked children to provide a verbal
does not yield information relating to report of their problem solving procedure. In this way, Bisanz and LeFevre
tion between addition and subtraction. could differentiate between children who were calculating the answer by adding
:s, such as the inversion problem (Star- the first two numbers (e.g., 6 + 3) and then subtracting the third number (e.g.,
ncounter new or novel problems, they g — 3) from those children who were applying their understanding of the inver-
;dge to generate novel problem solving sion concept. That is, the children reported that they did not add or subtract be-
4~ Star, 2011). The generation of these cause adding and subtracting 31eft the first number, 6, unaffected—they applied
least implicitly understand the associ- the conceptually-based inversion shortcut. Additionally, Bisanz and LeFevre
report using conceptual knowledge to included a second type of problem, which they called the standard problem, as
ting explicit knowledge which is typi- a further check for whether children applied their conceptual knowledge of the
ure of their conceptual understanding inverse relation between addition and subtraction. While inversion problems
~y are taught conceptually-based prob- are of the forma + b — b, standard problems are of the forma + b — c (e.g.,

~)• 6 + 5 — 2). The use of standard problems cleverly served two purposes. First, on
sledge through the use of problem soly- standard problems, unlike inversion problems, calculation is required. There-
anz and LeFevre's (1990) definition of fore, slower problem solving and more errors should occur and children should
problems is important. Novel problems verbally report using a calculation strategy on standard problems than when
venerate a new problem solving proce- .using the inversion shortcut on inversion problems.
a conceptually similar but superficially Second, a problem size effect can also be assessed with standard problems.
~ possibility that children are using the Ashcraft (1982) first investigated the problem size effect on two-term problems
procedure. Application of such a rotely and found that larger numbers in a problem were associated with more errors
iren are not required to understand the and slower problem solving. A problem, such as 2 + 4 would tend to be solved
1 order to solve the problem success- accurately, and relatively quickly, even by young children, compared to a prob-
tanding aspecific concept or principle lem, such as 265 + 382 or even 8 + 9. By manipulating the size of the numbers
~rocedure yields important information included in both the inversion and standard problems, Bisanz and LeFevre pos-
ztaneouslyuse (Dixon &Moore, 1996) ited that the problem size effect would be found for standard problems that
not only know more about children's required calculations but would not be found for inversion problems if children
i, consequently also provides insights were solving these based on their conceptual knowledge. This is the pattern

they found for 6-, 9-, and 11-year-olds as well as adults. On inversion problems,
the inversion problems originally for- children's accuracy did not vary with the size of the numbers in the problem,
ire novel to them. In school, particular- whereas on standard problems, as the size of the numbers in the problem in-
their time dealing only with two-term creased, so did the errars. With their innovative inclusion of the standard prob-
~blems involving the same operations lem and assessment of the problem size effect, Bisanz and LeFevre laid out the
problems only become more common methodological groundwork for all subsequent work on the inversion concept.
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Overall, the bulk of research on conceptual knowledge has tended to fo- that is critical to the de
cus on a fairly restricted set of concepts. As Crooks and Alibali (2014) note, Watchorn, Piatt, &Shea
equivalence and inversion are two of the most thoroughly researched arithmetic ics, 2000; National Cou
concepts. Equivalence is the focus of the chapter by McNeil and coworkers in earlier, the use of then
Chapter 8 so it will not be considered any further here. Other concepts, such shortcuts has long been
as commutativity (e.g., Baroody, Ginsburg, &Waxman, 1983; Canobi, 2005; researchers (e.g., Canob.
Cowan &Renton, 1996), that is if a + b = c then b + c = u, have been investigat- 2008; Rasmussen, Ho,
ed, but as they have not received as much research attention it is more difficult Stern, 1998; Vilette, 20C
to draw strong conclusions from them compared to the concepts of inversion through accuracy meast
and equivalence (Crooks & Alibali, 2014; Gilmore & Papadatou-Pastou, 2009; solving procedures, alth~
Prather & Alibali, 2009). Also, concepts, such as commutativiry are usually ex- mended in order to obta
plicitly taught to children (Canobi &Bethune, 2008) so, unlike novel problems, Dube (2009a) asked 2nd
such as inversion and equivalence problems, it is not clear whether children are on inversion and associ;
applying their conceptual knowledge when solving these problems or applying rion time data. Students
a procedure that they were taught and the conceptual basis of which they may fewer errors and had sl-
not understand (Cowan, 2003). a left-to-right problem

veridical.

THE IMPORTANCE OF MULTIPLICATIVE CONCEPTS
AND THE STATE OF CURRENT RESEARCH THE INVERSION Ct

What is notable about most of the research on arithmetic concepts is that almost The inversion concept 1
all researchers have focused exclusively on additive concepts, that is, concepts to adulthood using add

involving the operations of addition and/or subtraction. Research on children's c~ + b — b (Bisanz & L

understanding of multiplicative concepts, that is, concepts involving the opera- & Bisanz, 2007). Mu
bons of multiplicarion and/or division, is relatively sparse, despite its importance form d X e = e (e.g., 4

for more complex and advanced mathematical skills (Cowan &Renton, 1996; stricted developmental

NMAP, 2008; Nunes et al., 2009). This is potentially problematic for a number Robinson, 2010a; Robi

of reasons. First, multiplication and division are typically considered to be more generally unsuccessful

difficult operations for children to understand and master, particularly division en that, for most childrF

(Dixon, Deets, & Bangert, 2001). As a result, concepts about the relationship be- grade followed by divi;

tween multiplication and division may also be more difficult than concepts about edge of division facts i

the relationship between addition and subtraction (Fuson, 1988). This leads to the et al., 2006; Siegler, 19

second reason; specifically, just because a child understands a concept on an addi- to rely on their knowle

tive problem (e.g., 2 + 3 + 8 = 2 -t- 11), it does not mean that they will understand problems (Robinson et

the same concept on a multiplicative problem (e.g., 2 X 3 X 8 = 2 X 24) (Nunes,
Bryant, Hallett, Bell, &Evans, 2009). Third, there is evidence that children may THE ASSOCIATIVI~
develop an implicit understanding of the inverse relation between addition and
subtraction (Klein & Bisanz, 2000), but coming to understand the inverse relation The associativity conce

between multiplication and division is likely to require formal instruction. added in any order and

correctly by adding 3

ADDITIVE VERSUS MULTIPLICATIVE CONCEPTS
and then adding 3). M~
operation at a time and.

The two arithmetic concepts of inversion and associativity have been investi- Shumway, 1974), but a

gated using both additive and multiplicative problems. Both concepts involve devised by Bisanz and

understanding the relations among arithmetic operations—an understanding used to assess concepts
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ceptual knowledge has tended to fa that is critical to the development of children's mathematical skills (Bisanz,

. As Crooks and Alibali (2014) note, Watchorn, Piatt, &Sherman, 2009; National Council of Teachers of Mathemat-
nostthoroughly researched arithmeric ics, 2000; Narional Council of Teachers in Mathematics, 2014). As described
chapter by McNeil and coworkers in earlier, the use of these conceptually-based problem solving procedures or
iy further here. Other concepts, such shortcuts has long been used as a measure of conceptual knowledge by various
rg, &Waxman, 1983; Canobi, 2005; researchers (e.g., Canobi &Bethune, 2008; Gilmare &Bryant, 2006; Lai et al.,
c then b + c = a, have been investigat- 2008; Rasmussen, Ho, & Bisanz, 2003; Robinson &Dube, 2012; Siegler &
i research attention it is more difficult Stern, 1998; Vilette, 2002). Conceptually-based shortcut use can be determined
~mpared to the concepts of inversion through accuracy measures, solution times, and/or verbal reports of problem
Gilmore & Papadatou-Pastou, 2009; solving procedures, although using at least two of the three measures is recom-

such as commutativity are usually ex- mended in order to obtain corroborating evidence. For example, Robinson and
une, 2008) so, unlike novel problems, Dube (2009a) asked 2nd-4th graders to report their problem solving procedures
ns, it is not clear whether children are on inversion and associativity problems and also collected accuracy and solu-
;n solving these problems or applying tion time data. Students who reported using conceptually-based shortcuts made
conceptual basis of which they may fewer errors and had shorter solution times than students who reported using

a left-to-right problem solving procedure indicating that verbal reports were

veridical.

~ATIVE CONCEPTS
SEARCH THE INVERSION CONCEPT

1 on arithmetic concepts is that almost The inversion concept has been studied extensively from the preschool years
~n additive concepts, that is, concepts to adulthood using addition and subtraction inversion problems of the form
~r subtraction. Research on children's a + b — b (Bisanz & LeFevre, 1990; Robinson & Ninowski, 2003; Sherman
that is, concepts involving the opera- & Bisanz, 2007). Mulriplication and division inversion problems of the
~latively sparse, despite iYs importance form d X e = e (e.g., 4 X 7 = 7) have also been investigated with a more re-
atical skills (Cowan &Renton, 1996; stricted developmental range of late middle childhood to adulthood (Dube &
potentially problematic for a number Robinson, 2010a; Robinson, Ninowski, &Gray, 2006). Younger children are
~n are typically considered to be more generally unsuccessful on these types of problems, which is not surprising giv-
tand and master, particularly division en that, for most children, multiplication is first formally introduced in the 3rd
ult, concepts about the relationship be- grade followed by division in the 4th grade. Grade 4 and 5 children's knowl-
~ be more difficult than concepts about edge of division facts is much weaker than it is for multiplication (Robinson
~acrion (Fuson, 1988). This leads to the et al., 2006; Siegler, 1988). It is only in the 5th grade that most children begin
;hild understands a concept on an addi- to rely on their knowledge of multiplication facts to solve associated division
oes not mean that they will understand problems (Robinson et al., 2006).
em (e.g., 2 X 3 X 8= 2 X 24) (Nunes,
rd, there is evidence that children may THE ASSOCIATIVITY CONCEPT
inverse relation between addition and
ming to understand the inverse relation The associativity concept refers to the idea that numbers can be, for example,

ly to require formal instruction. added in any order and the result will be the same (e.g., 3 + 4 + 5 can be solved
correctly by adding 3 and 4 and then adding 5 or by adding 4 and 5 together

VE CONCEPTS
and then adding 3). Most of the research on associativity has focused on one
operarion at a time and, typically, the operation of addirion or subtraction (e.g.,

i and associativity have been investi- Shumway, 1974), but associativity can also be applied to the standard problems
:ive problems. Both concepts involve devised by Bisanz and LeFevre (1990). These standard problems can also be
metic operations—an understanding used to assess conceptual knowledge so are often called associativity problems
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(Klein & Bisanz, 2000). Associativity problems are of the forma + b — c division and this point c.
and d X e = f (e.g., 4 + 9 — 3 and 4 X 9 = 3) and can often be more quick- well. Enough studies hay
ly and accurately solved if the second and third numbers are dealt with first and multiplicative versic
(Klein & Bisanz, 2000; Robinson & Ninowski, 2003) (i.e., 9 — 3 = 6 + 4 and research designs to addre
9 - 3 = 3 X 4). The advantage of using the associativity shortcut becomes obvi-

ous on problems, such as 453 + 987 — 972 or 23 X 39 = 13. If these problems
Inversionhave to be solved using mental calculation, it is much faster and would result in

fewer errors if 972 was subtracted from 987 before the addition of 453 and if 39 Formal schooling does n
was divided by 13 before multiplying by 23. inversion concept on ad

There are two problem characteristics that can discourage the application of Bisanz, 2000; Rasmusse
the associativity concept via the associarivity shortcut. First, unlike inversion early understanding, con
problems there is no clear visual pattern (i.e., b —bore = e) that occurs in these symbolic versions of inv~
associativity problems. Thus, applying the associativity concept requires more symbolic problems are u
reflection on the part of the child in order to notice that there is an easier way about a third of problem
to solve the problem. Second, some associativity problems are more condu- creasing to almost two-1
cive to the use of the associativity shortcut than others. On a problem, such as on almost all problems
6 + 23 — 21, subtracting the third number from the second results in a positive Ninowski, 2003).
number whereas, on a problem, such as 7 + 25 — 29, subtracting the third num- The inversion shortc~
ber from the second results in a negative number. Negative numbers are more sion problems. Overall,
challenging for children to understand and use during problem solving (Young quarter of the multiplicat
&Booth, 2015) and therefore may prevent children from applying their concep- Robinson & Ninowski, 2~
tual knowledge of associativity even if they do notice the associativity shortcut (Dube, 2014), but over t~
can be used. This issue is further compounded on multiplicative problems. Us- Robinson & Ninowski, 2
ing the associativity shortcut to solve 6 X 18 = 2 is much more straightforward that emerges: both childr
then using the shortcut to solve 4 X 9 = 27; this is because the latter would on multiplication and div
involve a fraction and children are often not comfortable dealing with even Two studies provide
simple fractions (see also Van Hoof et al., Chapter 5; as well as Hallett, Nunes, knowledge of inversion
Bryant, &Thorpe, 2012; Siegler & Lortie-Forgues, 2015). Finally, using the as- concept. Siegler and Ster.
sociativity shortcut requires calculation, just as the left-to-right problem solving graders who did not spot
procedure does. If problem solvers are seeking to use the most efficient problem subtraction problems we
solving procedures (Siegler & Araya, 2005) then some students may not realize week for several weeks.
or deem the associativity shortcut to be sufficiently more efficacious than the and applied the inversion
left-to-right approach. (2009c) used the same df

the inversion shortcut on

ARE ADDITIVE AND MULTIPLICATIVE their study, over a third c

CONCEPTS THE SAME? inversion shortcut. It app
relation between addition

Robinson and LeFevre (2012) explored the issue of whether children under- division.
stand additive and multiplicative concepts, specifically the concepts of Inver- Only one study with cl
sion and associativity, in the same way. If this is the case, then children who and subtraction inversion
understand the additive version of the concept should also understand the mul- vision inversion problem
tiplicative version. Nunes et al. (2008) pointed out that, for at least the con- both types of problems bi
cept of inversion, understanding the relation between addition and subtraction tion problems first and tY
should be a precursor for understanding the relation between multiplication and first. Not surprisingly, in
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problems are of the forma + b — c division and this point could be extrapolated to the concept of associativity as
9 = 3) and can often be more quick- well. Enough studies have been conducted that either directly compare additive
nd third numbers are dealt with first and multiplicative versions of inversion and associativity or have used similar
~owsld, 2003) (i.e., 9 — 3 = 6 + 4 and research designs to address these issues.
e associarivity shortcut becomes obvi-

72 or 23 X 39 = 13. If these problems
Inversionn, it is much faster and would result in

87 before the addition of 453 and if 39 Formal schooling does not seem to be required for children to understand the
2-~• inversion concept on addition and subtraction inversion problems (Klein &
that can discourage the application of Bisanz, 2000; Rasmussen et al., 2003). However, in most of these studies on
tivity shortcut. First, unlike inversion early understanding, concrete objects (e.g., XX + XXXX — XXXX) rather than
i.e., b —bore = e) that occurs in these symbolic versions of inversion problems (e.g., 2 + 4 — 4) have been used. When
ie associativity concept requires more symbolic problems are used, however, the inversion concept is applied on only
r to notice that there is an easier way about a third of problems in 2nd grade (Robinson &Dube, 2009a, 2013), in-
ociativity problems are more condu- creasing to almost two-thirds in 8th grade (Robinson et a1., 2006), and then
ut than others. On a problem, such as on almost all problems for undergraduate university students (Robinson &
rr from the second results in a positive Ninowski, 2003).
-F- 25 — 29, subtracting the third num- The inversion shortcut is used less frequently on multiplication and divi-
number. Negative numbers are more sion problems. Overall, 6th graders use the inversion shortcut on less than a
d use during problem solving (Young quarter of the multiplication and division problems (Robinson &Dube, 2009b;
t children from applying their concep- Robinson & Ninowski, 2003), increasing to about half the problems in 9th grade
ey do notice the associativity shortcut (Dube, 2014), but over two thirds of problems in undergraduates (Dube, 2014;
ended on multiplicative problems. Us- Robinson & Ninowski, 2003). Across a series of studies there is a clear pattern
18 = 2 is much more straightforward that emerges: both children and adults are less likely to use inversion shortcuts
27; this is because the latter would on multiplication and division inversion problems.

n not comfortable dealing with even Two studies provide further insights into the difference in conceptual
Chapter 5; as well as Hallett, Nunes, knowledge of inversion between additive and multiplicative versions of the 

-Forgues, 2015). Finally, using the as- concept. Siegler and Stern (1998) conducted a microgenetic study in which 2nd
ust as the left-to-right problem solving graders who did not spontaneously use the inversion shortcut on addition and
;king to use the most efficient problem subtraction problems were presented with a set of inversion problems once a
IS) then some students may not realize week for several weeks. By the end of the study, every student had discovered
sufficiently more efficacious than the and applied the inversion shortcut during problem solving. Robinson and Dube

(2009c) used the same design with 6th graders who did not spontaneously use
the inversion shortcut on multiplication and division problems. By the end of

ATIVE their study, over a third of participants had still not discovered and applied the
inversion shortcut. It appears that it is easier for children to induce the inverse
relation between addirion and subtraction than that between mulriplication and

the issue of whether children under- division.
ts, specifically the concepts of Inver- Only one study with children has directly compared performance on addition
If this is the case, then children who and subtraction inversion problems with performance on multiplication and di-
ncept should also understand the mul- vision inversion problems. Robinson et al. (2006) had 6th and 8th graders solve
pointed out that, for at least the con- both types of problems but half of the children solved the addition and subtrac-
tion between addition and subtraction tion problems first and the other half the multiplication and division problems
~e relation between multiplication and first. Not surprisingly, inversion shortcut use was higher on the addition and
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subtraction problems. The key findings related to Robinson et al.'s hypothesis associativity shortcut
that because knowledge of the additive inversion concept develops even be- ducive" (e.g., 9 + 25 -
fore formal schooling, solving the addition and subtraction problems first might on conducive problem
increase inversion shortcut use on r_he multiplication and division problems. gesring that problem f
However, contrary to this hypothesis, no transfer effects were found. Robinson On multiplication
and Ninowski (2003) found a similar lack of transfer with undergraduates. The even further. Robinson
students who solved the addition and subtraction inversion problems first were using the shortcut, ev
no more likely to subsequently use the inversion shortcut on the multiplication graders used the shor
and division inversion problems than those who had solved the multiplication (2014) used only cot
and division problems first. This is consistent with the studies described earlier use ranged from just
and provides support for the implication that there is a disconnect between the to almost 40% in l lt]
additive and multiplicative versions of the inversion concept. The results of undergraduate studen
these studies as well as the two microgeneric studies provide further evidence 55% (Dubs, 2014; Di
that children and adults have a relatively weaker understanding of the inversion used a mix of conduci
concept when it is being assessed with the operations of multiplication and divi- associativity shortcut
sion compared to the operations of addition and subtraction. unpublished manuscri

conducive problems 1

Associativity
may be explained by
students with very str~

Klein and Bisanz (2000), in a study of 4-year-olds' solving of concrete problems, To sum up, the us
were the first to notice that standard problems of the forma + b — c can be solved across childhood and
using conceptual knowledge. They found that although almost a third of 4-year- pant strategy, particul
olds used the associativity shortcut at least once, overall use was only 5%. Other fraction. Moreover, a
research has shown that second graders' use of the associativity shortcut ranges less frequent on multi
from 10% to just under 15% of the problems, from 10% to 30% in 3rd grade, from subtraction problems.
under 10%o to just over 25% in 4th grade, and to 25% by 5th grade (Robinson &
Dube, 2009a, 2012, 2013), reflecting a tendency for the number of students who

Inversion Versus A
use the shortcut to increase across grade rather than more students using it occa-
sionally as they get older. One study has examined associativity shortcut use on A strong pattern emer
addition and subtraction problems (in this study called the "right-to-left" strategy) inversion shortcut mo
in older students with about 10%o use in 6th grade and less than 25% in 8th grade that conceptual know]
(Robinson et al., 2006). The difference between this study and studies with higher it is also possible than
rates of shortcut use may be due to the inclusion in this study of standard problems of associativity than t
that were not conducive to associativity shortcut use. For some of the problems in The first piece of e'

Robinson et al. (2006), subtracting the third from the second number resulted in a knowledge of associai

negative number; so this study may underestimate children's understanding of the work of LeFevre and

associativity concept on addition and subtraction problems. mentioned, they found

Overall, however, associativity shortcut use seems to develop very slowly ber or a fraction whey

across childhood. Even undergraduates only use the shortcut to solve about 60% shortcut use dropped

of the problems on which it could be used (Robinson & Ninowski, 2003), but The second piece of e'

once again this study included problems that were not as conducive to use of the On inversion problem

associativity shortcut. To examine whether associariviry shortcut use is impact- problem contains eith~

ed by problem format, LeFevre and Robinson (2015, unpublished manuscript) cue the participant to

separated the standard problems into problems that were "conducive" to associativity problem
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elated to Robinson et al.'s hypothesis associativity shortcut use (e.g., 6 + 28 — 22) and problems that were "noncon-
inversion concept develops even be- ducive" (e.g., 9 + 25 — 29). They found almost 75%o associativity shortcut use
rn and subtraction problems first might on conducive problems and just over 65% use on nonconducive problems, sug-
nultiplication and division problems. gesring that problem format does impact applicarion of conceptual knowledge.
transfer effects were found. Robinson On multiplication and division problems, associativity shortcut use drops
k of transfer with undergraduates. The even further. Robinson and Ninowski (2003) found that no 6th graders reported
traction inversion problems first were using the shortcut, even on problems that were more conducive to it, and 8th
aversion shortcut on the multiplication graders used the shortcut on less than 5% of problems. More recently, Dube
use who had solved the multiplication (2014) used only conducive problems and found that associativity shortcut
stent with the studies described earlier use ranged from just under 15% in 7th grade, to over 25% in 9th grade, and
that there is a disconnect between the to almost 40% in 11th grade. When presented with only conducive problems,
the inversion concept. The results of undergraduate students' use of the associativity shortcut ranged from 45% to
netic studies provide further evidence 55°Io (Dube, 2014; Dube &Robinson, 2010a). Robinson and Ninowski (2003)
weaker understanding of the inversion used a mix of conducive and nonconducive problems and found that combined
operarions of multiplicarion and diva- associativity shortcut use was 30%. However, LeFevre and Robinson (2015,
on and subtraction. unpublished manuscript) found that associativity shortcut use was 30% on non-

conducive problems but rose to more than 75% on conducive problems that
may be explained by the study's inclusion of a large proportion of university
students with very strong mathematical skills.

ear-olds' solving of concrete problems, To sum up, the use of the associativity shortcut starts low and remains low
ems of the forma + b — c can be solved across childhood and even among university students it is not the predomi-
that although almost a third of 4-year- pant strategy, particularly when the provisional result is a negative number or a
t once, overall use was only 5%. Other fraction. Moreover, as with the inversion shortcut, associativity shortcut use is
use of the associativity shortcut ranges less frequent on multiplication and division problems compared to addition and
ns, from 10% to 30% in 3rd grade, from subtraction problems.
and to 25% by 5th grade (Robinson &
idency for the number of students who

Inversion Versus Associativity
ather than more students using it occa-
examined associativity shortcut use on A strong pattern emerges from the studies reported previously: students use the
study called the "right-to-left" strategy) inversion shortcut more frequently than the associativity shortcut. This suggests
:h grade and less than 25% in 8th grade that conceptual knowledge of inversion is stronger than that of associativity; but
:ween this study and studies with higher it is also possible that students are simply less likely to apply their knowledge
usion in this study of standard problems of associativity than their knowledge of inversion through the use of shortcuts.
~ortcut use. For some of the problems in The first piece of evidence supporting the idea that students do have conceptual
'd from the second number resulted in a knowledge of associativity but are not always willing to apply it comes from the
;stimate children's understanding of the work of LeFevre and Robinson (2015, unpublished manuscript). As previously
raction problems. mentioned, they found that, on associativity problems that yielded a negative num-
cut use seems to develop very slowly ber or a fraction when dealing with the second and third numbers, associativity
ply use the shortcut to solve about 60% shortcut use dropped significantly on both additive and multiplicative problems.
~d (Robinson & Ninowski, 2003), but The second piece of evidence comes from the format of the problems themselves.
hat were not as conducive to use of the On inversion problems there is always an obvious visual pattern; every inversion
er associativity shortcut use is impact- problem contains either b —bore = e so even a quick glance at the problem will
inson (2015, unpublished manuscript) cue the participant to use the inversion shortcut (Robinson & LeFevre, 2012). On
problems that were "conducive" to associativity problems there is no consistent visual pattern across problems.
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The third piece of evidence comes from the performance advantage of the children have better
inversion shortcut compared to the associativity shortcut. For the inversion sociativity than tbe~
shortcut, no calculations are required therefore very few errors occur on these (2009a) found that
problems (if they do it is usually because the participant states the b term by shortcut as being a
mistake) and problem solving solution times are very quick. In contrast, the as- lems, and most stud
sociativiry shortcut still requires calculation and therefore more errars and longer left-to-right probler
solution times will occur. For example, in a study of addition and subtraction the 46% use of the
concepts with 2nd-4th graders, when the inversion shortcut was used on Inver- this task, associativ
Sion problems overall accuracy (98.7% vs. 55.4%) and solution times (6044 vs. sociativity shortcut
13,355 ms) were better than when aleft-to-right calculation strategy was used preference for the s}
(Robinson &Dube, 2009a). In contrast, when the associativity shortcut was used erence for aleft-to-r
on the associativity problems, overall accuracy (68.3% vs. 48.5% and solution replicated these rest
times (13,194 vs. 17.656 ms) were still better for the shortcut as compared to 4th graders) (Robin
when aleft-to-right calculation strategy was used, but the gains were smaller In a study of 6th-
than for inversion problems. Robinson, Dube, and Beatch (2015) found aSimi- of procedures task i
lar pattern for multiplication and division problems with 6th-8th graders. When plication and divisic
the inversion shortcut was used accuracy (90.2% vs. 44.7%) and solution times inversion shortcut w
(1818 vs. 2848 ms) were better than when aleft-to-right strategy was used. When version shortcut whi
the associativity shortcut was used, once again the shortcut was associated with strategy. Robinson e
better performance (51.4% vs. 36.4% for accuracy and 2469 vs. 2993 ms for and associativity coi
solution times) compared to a left-to-right strategy but not by as great a margin. the preference meas
In particular, note that the solution time advantage of the associativity shortcut assessment of conce
compared to using a lert-to-right strategy is even smaller on multiplication and the problem solving
division inversion problems than on addition and subtraction problems (0.5 vs. that children have a
4.5 s, respectively) which may provide another reason why associativity short- tween multiplication
cut use is particularly infrequent on multiplication and division problems—the solving; preference
performance advantage may not be a strong enough incentive to abandon well- was lower than inve
learned and practiced left-to-right approaches to problem solving (Lemaire & for the associativity
Lecacheur, 2011; McNeil, Rittle-Johnson, Hattikudur, &Peterson, 2010). Overall, the pats

There is also evidence that students' conceptual knowledge of associativ- conceptual knowle<
iry is actually weaker than that of inversion. In most studies of the inversion inversion concept tl
and associativity concept, researchers have relied on the use of shortcuts to in all of the years tl
infer conceptual knowledge. However, other measures can be used (Bisanz discussed in this ch

et al., 2009; Prather & Alibali, 2009). One approach is to provide participants only one participant
with a demonstration of the shortcuts and ask them to evaluate them. If children inversion shortcut c
understand the concept behind the shortcuts they should provide positive evalu- shortcut user, regarc

ations of the shortcut and explanations for why the shortcuts are a good way to the inversion shortc

solve the inversion or associativity problems (Bisanz & LeFevre, 1992; Bisanz

et al., 2009). This task is most commonly referred to as the "evaluation of pro-
]NDIVIDUAL DI

cedures task" and has been used to investigate a range of mathematical concepts
CONCEPTUALLIand tap into conceptual knowledge that children may not have been able to

explicitly use or verbalize during problem solving (Crooks & Alibali, 2014). To date, this discus
In studies using both the problem solving task and the evaluation of pro- between additive aj

cedures task, an interesting pattern of results has emerged and suggests that sion and associative
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from the performance advantage of the children have better conceptual knowledge of the concepts of inversion and as-
ssociativity shortcut. For the inversion sociativity than they demonstrate during problem solving. Robinson and Dube
therefore very few errors occur on these (2009a) found that almost all 2nd-4th graders (97%) evaluated the inversion
fuse the participant states the b term by shortcut as being a good problem solving procedure for solving additive prob-
times ve very quick. In contrast, the as- lems, and most students (78%) thought the inversion shortcut was better than a
tion and therefore more errors and longer left-to-right problem solving procedure. Both of these were much higher than
;, in a study of addition and subtraction the 46% use of the inversion shortcut during the problem solving task. During
he inversion shortcut was used on Inver- this task, associativity shortcut use was 22% and yet endorsement of the as-
vs. 55.4%) and solution times (6044 vs. sociativity shortcut during the evaluation of procedures task was at 89% and

;ft-to-right calculation strategy was used preference for the shortcut was only marginally higher (59%) compared to pref-
when the associativity shortcut was used erence for a left-to-right problem solving procedure. Robinson and Dube (2012)
accuracy (68.3% vs. 48.5% and solution replicated these results and also extended them to slighter older children (3rd—
ll better for the shortcut as compared to 4th graders) (Robinson &Dube, 2013).
;y was used, but the gains were smaller In a study of 6th-8th graders, Robinson and Dube (2009b) used the evaluation
Dube, and Beatch (2015) found aSimi- of procedures task in conjunction with the usual problem solving task on multi-
~n problems with 6th-8th graders. When plication and division inversion problems. In the problem solving task, use of the
~y (90.2% vs. 44.7%) and solution times inversion shortcut was low (16%) and yet 83% of the students approved of the in-
~n a left-to-right strategy was used. When version shortcut while only 51%preferred the shortcut compared to a left-to-right
;e again the shortcut was associated with strategy. Robinson et al. (2016) investigated the evaluation of both the inversion
for accuracy and 2469 vs. 2993 ms for and associativity concepts by students in the same age range but focused only on
ght strategy but not by as great a margin. the preference measure on the evaluation of procedures task as a more stringent
e advantage of the associativity shortcut assessment of conceptual knowledge. Inversion shortcut use was higher (29%) on
gy is even smaller on multiplication and the problem solving task but again the evaluation of procedures task suggested
ldition and subtraction problems (0.5 vs. that children have a better conceptual understanding of the inverse relation be-
another reason why associativity short- tween multiplication and division than they can express during actual problem

ultiplication and division problems—the solving; preference for the shortcut was 75%. Associativity shortcut use (16%)
trong enough incentive to abandon well- was lower than inversion shortcut use in the problem solving task and preference
roaches to problem solving (Lemaire & for the associativity shortcut in the evaluation of procedures task was only 52%.
~n, Hattikudur, &Peterson, 2010). Overall, the pattern is consistent regardless of which task is used to assess
ts' conceptual knowledge of associativ- conceptual knowledge: children appear to have a better understanding of the
ersion. In most studies of the inversion inversion concept than the associativity concept. As a final note on this point,
have relied on the use of shortcuts to in all of the years that these studies have been conducted (not all of which are

r, other measures can be used (Bisanz discussed in this chapter) and amongst the hundreds of participants involved,
One approach is to provide participants only one participant to date has used the associativity shortcut and not used the
nd ask them to evaluate them. If children inversion shortcut during the problem solving task. Every other associativity
tcuts they should provide positive evalu- shortcut user, regardless of additive or multiplicative versions, has always used
for why the shortcuts are a good way to the inversion shortcut.
blems (Bisanz & LeFevre, 1992; Bisanz

ply referred to as the "evaluation of pro-

stigate a range of mathematical concepts
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES AND FACTORS IN THE USE OF

gat children may not have been able to CONCEPTUALLY BASED SHORTCUTS

em solving (Crooks & Alibali, 2014). To date, this discussion of arithmetic concepts has focused on the difference
solving task and the evaluation of pro- between additive and multiplicative concepts, between the concepts of inver-
results has emerged and suggests that sion and associativity, and also outlined the pattern of developmental change in
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these concepts but no mention has been made of individual differences and the In a follow up
factors that relate to conceptual knowledge, two areas of investigation which differences in more
have recently been gaining interest (Gilmore & Papadatou-Pastou, 2009). Indi- strategy use to the r
vidual differences are considered first, followed by the examination of the fac- identified: the Negat
tors relating to the use of conceptually-based shortcuts during problem solving. ter (16% of the parti

shortcuts and fairly

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
spectively). Student;
only used the invers

Up until this point in the chapter, my focus has centered primarily on the use and the negation sh•,
of the inversion shortcut during problem solving as a good measure of concep- tion cluster (28% of
tual knowledge (Bisanz & LeFevre, 1990; Crooks & Alibali, 2014; Prather & shortcuts but freque
Alibali, 2009). However, a more lenient measure can also be used. Bisanz and students in the No C
LeFevre (1990) noticed a third approach to solving inversion problems, which standing (3, 2, and 1
they termed the "negation strategy." With this strategy, students use a mix of a suggesting that the
left-to-right calculation procedure and the inversion shortcut. So, on a problem, cepts may not be a~
such as 896 X 5193 = 5193, a participant might calculate the first part of the only frequency of st
problem by multiplying 896 and 5193 together and then realize that dividing by For multiplicatic
the third number, 5193, negates the number they just multiplied leaving them individual differenc
the number they started with, 896. These participants have at least some under- on the data from see
standing of the inversion concept because they understand the inverse or reverse from 540 participant
relationship between multiplying and dividing (or adding and subtracting) the fled. Students in the
second and third numbers. In Siegler and Stern's (1998) microgenetic study of sion and associativi
the development of the inversion shortcut on addition and subtraction problems, (4, 2, and 7%, resp
they found that many students moved from using aleft-to-right problem solving of participants) onl}
procedure, to using the negation strategy, to using the inversion shortcut. On inversion, associati`
multiplication and division inversion problems, the same pattern was found for Inversion Concept c
some individuals but other individuals switched directly from using aleft-to- cut frequently (78, ?
right procedure to the inversion shortcut (Robinson &Dube, 2009c). identified in previol

Gilmare and Bryant (2006) were the first to use cluster analyses as a means further subdivided i
to investigate individual differences in children's understanding of arithmetic High Dual Concept
concepts. Cluster analysis is a statistical technique that sorts individuals into Low and High Dual
subgroups based on their performance on a range of tasks or measures. Robinson they had not been id
and Dube (2009a) used cluster analyses to investigate individual differences in in the Low Dual Cc
children's understanding of both inversion and associativity on additive prob- (34, 49, and 8%) wh
lems. In this instance, they only examined the use of the inversion and associa- shortcuts frequently
tivity shortcuts as measures of conceptual knowledge. They found three distinct that grade predicted
clusters. The Dual Concept cluster, the smallest cluster included only l8%o of one of the Dual Co
the students who used both the inversion and associativity shortcuts frequently Negation cluster. Th
(87 and 80%, respectively). The Inversion Concept cluster included 40% of the (2009b) who found
students who used only the inversion shortcut frequently (69 and 16%). The negation strategy di
No Concept cluster included 42% of the students who rarely used either the in- graders had the lowe
version or the associativity shortcuts (4 and 1%). Interestingly, grade did not lution procedure (3~
predict cluster membership such that, for example, the 2nd graders were just as The original thr
likely as the 3rd and 4th graders to be in the Dual Concept cluster. (Robinson & LeFe
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Wade of individual differences and the In a follow up study, Robinson and Dube (2013) invesrigated individual
ige, two areas of investigation which differences in more detail with 3rd, 4th, and 5th graders by adding negation
oi~e & Papadatou-Pastou, 2009). Indi- strategy use to the two shortcuts in their cluster analysis and a 4th cluster was
llowed by the examination of the fac- identified: the Negation cluster. Once again, students in the Dual Concept clus-
sed shortcuts during problem solving. ter (16% of the participants) had frequent use of the inversion and associativity

shortcuts and fairly infrequent use of the negation strategy (84, 74, and 4%, re-
spectively). Students in the Inversion Concept cluster (19% of the participants)
only used the inversion shortcut frequently and used the associativity shortcut

pus has centered primarily on the use and the negation strategy infrequently (70, 4, and 14%). Students in the Nega-
solving as a good measure of concep- tion cluster (28% of the participants) rarely used the inversion or associativity
); Crooks & Alibali, 2014; Prather & shortcuts but frequently used the negation strategy (17, 6, and 56%). Finally,
measure can also be used. Bisanz and students in the No Concept cluster showed little evidence of conceptual under-
to solving inversion problems, which standing (3, 2, and 11%). Once again, grade did not predict cluster membership
i this strategy, students use a mix of a suggesting that the development of both the inversion and associativity con-
inversion shortcut. So, on a problem, cepts may not be as influenced by years of education as analysis considering

it might calculate the first part of the only frequency of shortcut use might suggest.
ether and then realize that dividing by For multiplication and division problems, a more detailed invesrigation of
ber they just multiplied leaving them individual differences has been conducted. Robinson and Dube (2015) drew
participants have at least some under- on the data from several studies to conduct a cluster analysis based on the data
they understand the inverse or reverse from 540 participants in Grades 6, 7, and 8. This time, five clusters were identi-
~iding (or adding and subtracting) the fled. Students in the No Concept cluster (45% of participants) used the inver-
Stern's (1998) microgenetic study of lion and associativity shortcuts as well as the negation strategy infrequently
on addition and subtraction problems, (4, 2, and 7%, respectively). Students in the Negation Concept cluster (27%
n using cleft-to-right problem solving of participants) only used the negation strategy frequently (6, 1, and 59% for
~, to using the inversion shortcut. On inversion, associativity, and negarion, respectively), whereas, students in the
~lems, the same pattern was found for Inversion Concept cluster (14% of participants) only used the inversion short-
witched directly from using cleft-to- cut frequently (78, 3, and 11%). In this metaanalysis, the Dual Concept cluster
Robinson &Dubs, 2009c). identified in previous studies (both with additive and multiplicarive problems)
first to use cluster analyses as a means further subdivided into two further subgroups: the Low Dual Concept and the
hildren's understanding of arithmetic High Dual Concept clusters. These are both small clusters (4 and 10% for the
technique that sorts individuals into Low and High Dual Concept clusters, respectively) which is presumably why

~ range of tasks or measures. Robinson they had not been identified as separate subgroups in previous studies. Students
o investigate individual differences in in the Low Dual Concept cluster used both shortcuts but only moderately so
>n and associativity on addirive prob- (34, 49, and 8%) whereas, students in the High Dual Concept clusters used both
~ the use of the inversion and associa- shortcuts frequently (89, 87, and 2%). Interestingly, the metaanalysis revealed
knowledge. They found three distinct that grade predicted cluster membership with 8th graders more likely to be in
mallest cluster included only 18% of one of the Dual Concept cluster and for 7th graders more likely to be in the
and associativity shortcuts frequently Negation cluster. This latter finding fits with the findings of Robinson and Dube
i Concept cluster included 40% of the (2009b) who found that although overall inversion shortcut use and use of the
ortcut frequently (69 and 16%). The negation strategy did not differ across grade in the problem solving task, 7th
students who rarely used either the in- graders had the lowest preference for the shortcut compared to a left-to-right so-
and 1%). Interestingly, grade did not lution procedure (39% vs. 56% and 59% for 6th and 8th graders, respectively).
example, the 2nd graders were just as The original three clusters have also been identified in studies of adults
:he Dual Concept cluster. (Robinson & LeFevre, 2012). That is, the No Concept cluster (which is
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identified as the Weak Concept cluster because overall use of both shortcuts

tends to be higher in all adults compared to almost all children), the Inversion

Concept cluster, and the Dual Concept cluster were all found. That these same

three clusters have been found with younger children on additive problems,

with older children on multiplicative problems, and with adults on both addirive

and multiplicative problems, suggests that these clusters represent patterns of

individual differences that may be continuous across development.

FACTORS RELATING TO CONCEPTfJALLY BASED

SHORTCUT USE

Computational Skills and Age

A number of researchers have been interested in the factors that predict to the

use of conceptually-based shortcuts. Most of the research has been with addi-

tion and subtraction inversion problems. Sherman and Bisanz (2007) looked at

whether counting skills and knowledge of number names was related to perfor-

mance on concrete inversion problems but only found weak correlations with

arithmetic skills. Gilmore and Papadatou-Pastou (2009) conducted a metaanal-

ysis of addition and subtraction inversion studies that included assessments of

symbolic arithmetic skills and identified three clusters of individuals confirming

previous research with the same clusters (Gilmore &Bryant, 2006). One cluster

included children with both a strong understanding of the inversion concept and

good calculation skills. A second cluster included children with a poor under-

standing of inversion and weak calculation skills. Finally, a third cluster includ-

ed children with a good understanding of inversion but weak calculation skills.

Interestingly, as has been found in other analysis of individual differences on

the additive concepts, no grade differences were found in cluster membership

and Gilmore and Papadatou-Pastou (2009) therefore concluded that although

arithmetic skills generally increase across age or grade, the understanding of

inversion does not. Watchorn et al. (2014) found a similar pattern of results

with the same three clusters as well as a fourth cluster of participants with good

arithmetic skills but low use of the inversion shortcut.

Only one study using a slightly different approach has examined whether

computational skills are related to inversion shortcut use on multiplication and

division problems and no research at all has been conducted for use of the as-

sociativiry shortcut. Robinson and Dube (2009b) identified three clusters of stu-

dents comprised of 6th-8th graders. Students in the Inversion cluster used the

inversion shortcut frequently (64%) and had the highest computational skills.

Students in the Negation cluster used the negation strategy frequently (58%)

and the inversion shortcut infrequently (5%) and their computational skills did

not differ from students in the latter Computation cluster. These students rarely

used the inversion shortcut (1%) or the negation strategy (3%) and instead re-

lied on a left-to-right computational approach to solve the inversion problems.
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cause overall use of both shortcuts Overall, it appears that computation skills may be related—but not for all in-
to almost all children), the Inversion dividuals—to the understanding of the inverse relation between pairs of opera-
~ster were all found. That these same tions. This suggests that more than computational skills or age/grade account
nger children on additive problems, for the large individual differences in the understanding of arithmetic concepts.
ems, and with adults on both additive

t these clusters represent patterns of

ous across development. mrlcing Memory

Domain-general cognitive abilities have also been explored as potential con-
tributors to individual differences in conceptual knowledge. Rasmussen et al.

UALLY BASED (2003) investigated the role of working memory in their study of the inversion
concept on addition and subtraction problems with preschool and 1st graders.
Corsi span, a measure of visual-spatial working memory, correlated with pre-
schoolers' but not 1st graders' use of the inversion shortcut. Digit span, a mea-

sted in the factors that predict to the sure of the phonological loop component of working memory, did not correlate
of the research has been with addi- with inversion shortcut use either in preschool or 1st grade students. Dube and
Kerman and Bisanz (2007) looked at Robinson (2010b) investigated working memory and inversion shortcut use on
number names was related to perfor- multiplication and division problems with 6th and 8th grade students. In both
~t only found weak correlations with grades, two measures of working memory, including the backward digit span,
Pastou (2009) conducted a metaanal- correlated with inversion shortcut use. Based on their findings they proposed
studies that included assessments of that working memory might play a role in the use of the inversion shortcut
ree clusters of individuals confirming because it helps direct attention towards the right side of an inversion problem
3ilmore &Bryant, 2006). One cluster (i.e., to the e = e part of the problem). Watchorn et al. (2014) in their study on
standing of the inversion concept and addition and subtraction inversion problems found that children with greater at-
ncluded children with a poor under- tention skills were more likely to use the inversion shortcut, particularly if they
skills. Finally, a third cluster includ- also had strong computation skills.
reversion but weak calculation skills.
analysis of individual differences on

Inhibition and Attention-s were found in cluster membership
~) therefore concluded that although Dube and Robinson (2010b) also hypothesized that the inhibition component
> age or grade, the understanding of of working memory may be particularly important for use of the inversion
~) found a similar pattern of results shortcut. Siegler and Araya (2005) proposed that to apply the inversion shortcut
urth cluster of participants with good (at least on addition and subtraction problems), children must not only pay at-
~n shortcut. tention to the right side of the problem but also inhibit their well-established
ent approach has examined whether tendency to solve problems from left-to-right, and instead direct attention to
>n shortcut use on multiplication and the right side of the problem. Robinson and Dube (2013) investigated the role
,as been conducted for use of the as- of inhibition in children's use of the inversion and associativity shortcuts on
,009b) identified three clusters of stu- addition and subtraction problems. In this study, as previously reported, four
;nts in the Inversion cluster used the clusters of individuals were found: the No Concept, Negation, Inversion Con-
iad the highest computational skills. cept, and Dual Concept clusters. Children in the two clusters with the highest
negation strategy frequently (58%) use of conceptually-based shortcuts, the Inversion and Dual Concept clusters,

~o) and their computational skills did also scored highest on the Stop-Signal task, a standard measure of inhibitory
utation cluster. These students rarely abilities. This finding suggests that these participants were able to inhibit their
;gation strategy (3%) and instead re- tendency to rotely solve problems from left-to-right and thereby process all of
each to solve the inversion problems. the presented numbers before executing the shortcut strategy.
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No research to date has been conducted on the role of working memory In contrast, other studf
or attenrion on the use of shortcuts when solving multiplication and division that when solving prc
problems. However, a recent study by Dube (2014) sheds some light on Siegler therefore the shortcut
and Araya's (2005) proposal that applying the inversion shortcut requires the ing math problems c;
interruption of the tendency to solve problems from left-to-right. Using multi- questioned the abilitif
plication and division inversion and associativity problems, Dubs (2014) had fictional child of che~
7th, 9th, and 11th grade students, as well as undergraduate students solve prob- with children in all gi;
lems using a task that checked whether they had calculated the product of the ditive and multiplicati
first two numbers. Calculation of the first two numbers on an inversion problem Kilpatrick et al.
would mean that they did not inhibit or interrupt the left-to-right procedure to Bobis, Vellar, & Wa
use the inversion shortcut which requires focusing on the right side of the prob- ematics can impact
lem. The same holds for the associativity shortcut which also requires focusing noncognitive factors,
on the right side of the problem by dividing the second number by the third and ics performance (e.g.
then multiplying the result by the first number. Dube (2014) found compelling Levine, & Beilock, 2C
evidence that inversion and associativity shortcut users had indeed inhibited and how they relate tc
their tendency to use left-to-right problem solving procedures in order to imple- have helped fill this gz
ment their use of the shortcuts. These findings suggest that inhibition is likely solve two sets of addii
to also be involved in the use of conceptually-based shortcuts on multiplica- Between the two sets
tion and division problems and for associativity problems as well as inversion task in which the inve~
problems, at least on problems typically used in these studies (cf., 43 — 43 + 78 with cleft-to-right pr~
or 64 = 32 X 21). In sum, working memory, attention, and inhibition all need the shortcut or the lef
to be considered as important cognitive factors in the development of arith- set of problems. For t
metic concepts as well as in theories of mathematical development (Cragg & higher for students in
Gilmore, 2014). increased significant]}

This suggests two pos

Attitudes understanding of the :
the demonstration of

Although less research has been conducted in this area, there is evidence that ing the associativity s
children's attitudes can influence their use of conceptually-based shortcuts. possible that more ex~
In these instances, children may have the necessary conceptual knowledge though this would not
but may refuse to use it during problem solving. This is potentially problem- study.
atic given that researchers have long relied on the use of conceptually-based In a more recent
shortcuts as one of the best ways, if not the best way, to measure conceptual grade students' attituc
knowledge (Bisanz et al., 2009; Crooks & Alibali, 2014; Gilmore & Papadatou- enced their use of the
Pastou, 2009; Prather & Alibali, 2009). In early studies on 3rd-8th graders and ing. Half of the stude
using the evaluation of procedures task (Robinson &Dube, 2009a, 2009b), it other half completed i
became apparent that some children had strong attitudes as to whether the rover- problems. On inversic
sion and/or associativity shortcuts were "good" or appropriate problem solving lem set for both group
procedures. Some students, when told about how a fictional child had used the the evaluation of proc
inversion or associativity shortcut to solve a problem, reacted with strong ap- sociativity problems,
proval and when asked for their reasoning often expressed admiration for the set for the group that
cleverness of the fictional child, noted how efficient or smart the shortcut was, problems sets. Prefer
and some even wished that they had thought of the shortcut themselves when influenced their use. F
they had solved the inversion and associativity problems earlier in the session. ation of procedures to
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[ed on the role of working memory In contrast, other students reacted with strong disapproval. Some students stated
solving multiplication and division that when solving problems, no steps should be omitted or done out of order

~e (2014) sheds some light on Siegler therefore the shortcuts were not appropriate, and some stated that when soly-
g the inversion shortcut requires the ing math problems calculations always had to he performed. Other students
lems from ]eft-to-right. Using mulri- questioned the abilities of the fictional child's teacher and others accused the
;iativity problems, Dube (2014) had fictional child of cheating. These positive and negative responses were found
s undergraduate students solve prob- with children in all grades, for both inversion and associativity, and on both ad-
ey had calculated the product of the dirive and multiplicative problems.
wo numbers on an inversion problem Kilpatrick et al. (2001) and others (e.g., Ellis, 1997; Martin, Anderson,
~terrupt the left-to-right procedure to Bobis, Vellar, &Way, 2012) have recognized how attitudes toward math-
ocusing on the right side of the prob- ematics can impact success in mathematics. Researchers have found that
,hortcut which also requires focusing noncognitive factors, such as mathematics anxiety negatively affect mathemat-
g the second number by the third and ics performance (e.g., Ashcraft & Rudig, 2012; Ramirez, Chang, Maloney,
giber. Dubs (2014) found compelling Levine, & Beilock, 2016) but little research has specifically examined attitudes
shortcut users had indeed inhibited and how they relate to conceptual knowledge of arithmetic. Two recent studies
solving procedures in order to imple- have helped fill this gap. Robinson and Dube (2013) had 2nd~th grade students
lings suggest that inhibition is likely solve two sets of addition and subtraction inversion and associativity problems.
ually-based shortcuts on multiplica- Between the two sets of problems, students did the evaluation of procedures
~riviry problems as well as inversion task in which the inversion and associativity shortcuts were demonstrated along
;ed in these studies (cf., 43 — 43 + 78 with cleft-to-right procedure and students were asked whether they preferred
pry, attention, and inhibition all need the shortcut or the left-to-right procedure. The students then solved the second
Factors in the development of arith- set of problems. For both inversion and associativity, overall shortcut use was
lathematical development (Cragg & higher for students in the second set. In particular, associativity shortcut use

increased significantly more for the participants who had preferred the shortcut.
This suggests two possibilities: that the evaluation of procedures task promoted
understanding of the associativity concept or that students felt that, because of
the demonstration of the shortcut, it was appropriate for them to now start us-

d in this area, there is evidence that ing the associativity shortcut. However, as there was no control group it is also
se of conceptually-based shortcuts. possible that more exposure to the problems alone promoted shortcut discovery
ie necessary conceptual knowledge though this would not be consistent Robinson and Dube's (2009c) microgenetic
solving. This is potentially problem- study.
~d on the use of conceptually-based In a more recent study, Robinson et al. (2016) investigated how 6th-8th
he best way, to measure conceptual grade students' attitudes about the inversion and associativity shortcuts influ-
Alibali, 2014; Gilmore & Papadatou- enced their use of the shortcuts during multiplication and division problem soly-
early studies on 3rd-8th graders and ing. Half of the students solved two sets of problems consecutively while the
Zobinson &Dube, 2009a, 2009b), it other half completed the evaluation of procedures task between the two sets of
•ong attitudes as to whether the Inver- problems. On inversion problems, inversion shortcut use increased across prob-
ood" or appropriate problem solving lem set for both groups but the increase was greater for the group that completed
ut how a fictional child had used the the evaluation of procedures task between the problem sets. Conversely, on as-
a problem, reacted with strong ap- sociativity problems, associativity shortcut use only increased across problem
often expressed admiration for the set for the group that completed the evaluation of procedures task between the

v efficient or smart the shortcut was, problems sets. Preference for a shortcut versus cleft-to-right procedure also
ght of the shortcut themselves when influenced their use. For this, only data from the group that completed the evalu-
ivity problems earlier in the session. ation of procedures task between the two problem sets was analyzed. For both
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inversion and associativity problems, students with a preference for the Inver- and adults who had r
Sion shortcut used it more frequently than other students. Therefore, there is in Asia (mostly in C
evidence that the evaluation of the procedures task itself lead to an increase in assess their understa
conceptual knowledge or at least an increased willingness to apply conceptual participants used mop
knowledge, but there is also evidence that children's attitudes towards the dem- the equivalent of thf
onstrated shortcuts in the evaluation of procedures task influenced their subse- this study support thf
quent shortcut use. The impact of attitudes on conceptually-based shortcut use knowledge even in ac
is concerning but is consistent with recent findings that mathematics anxiety ences have long terms
prevents some children from using more advanced problem solving strategies associativity are undf
(Ramirez et al., 2016). Overall, the current research on attitudes adds further In summary, the
complexity to the variables involved in the development of conceptual knowl- cative concepts dem
edge as assessed through the use of conceptually-based shortcuts. conceptual knowled€

assessed. As Robinsc

Educational Experiences
theories of how chip
concepts, typically re

One final factor needs to be briefly discussed. Contradictory evidence exists and do not include a
on the role of age or grade on the use of conceptually-based shortcuts as some that are involved in c
studies have found that use of the inversion and/or associativity increases across
grade while others have not (e.g., Gilmore & Papadatou-Pastou, 2009; Robinson

CONCLUSIONS /& Dube, 2015). By adulthood, inversion and associativity shortcut use are at
their highest (e.g., Dube, 2014), suggesting that conceptual knowledge has de- The NMAP (2008) ~
veloped since childhood and adolescence, but within tighter time spans (e.g., important predictor o
from 2nd to 4th grade), often there is little conceptual change (e.g., the finding note of the inverse ~
that grade often does not predict cluster membership). Therefore, instruction is inverse relation betv~
probably important in the development of conceptual knowledge but for some American children's
students, this does not appear to be sufficient for them to understand the con- concepts was not acc
cepts of inversion and associativity. Other educational factors, however, may The NMAP's (2C
impact mathematical performance. area of concern high

Harold Stevenson, in his examination of cross-cultural differences in aca- children's understanc
demic achievement consistently found that American children underperformed and the relations bety
in mathematics in comparison to East Asian children. Stevenson et al. (1990) may require explicit
attributed Americans' underperformance to children's lower motivation toward subtraction, Nunes e
mathematics, parents' lower expectations far their children in mathemarics, such as inversion an
teachers' lower levels of interest in teaching mathematics, and a less rigor- tant. Although teachi
ous mathemarical curriculum. Laski and Yu (2014) concluded that one of the tivity in the classroor
reasons that Chinese outperform Chinese-American Kindergarten children on novelty of the proble
arithmetic tasks was due to Chinese teachers spending more class time discuss- benefits to children c
ing and explaining numerical concepts. Ma (1999) has proposed that one of drawing children's a
the most marked differences between Chinese and American teachers relates how conceptual kno~
to their conceptual understanding of elementary mathematics. A number of re- likely important step
searchers have examined cross-cultural differences in conceptual knowledge ics (Schneider &Ste
(Ho &Fuson, 1998; Miller, Major, Shu, & Zhang, 2000; Torbeyns, Schneider, patterns and relation,
Xin, &Siegler, 2015) but only one has focused on the concepts of inversion children to gain a def
and associativity. Robinson and Beatch (2015) had Canadian-educated adults taught not only abou~
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and adults who had received all of their elementary and high school education
in Asia (mostly in China) solve both additive and multiplicative problems to
assess their understanding of the inversion and associativity concepts. Asian
participants used more shortcuts overall and were more likely to be placed into
the equivalent of the Dual Concept cluster discussed earlier. Findings from
this study support the notion that cross-cultural differences exist in conceptual
knowledge even in adulthood, mostly suggesting that early educational experi-
ences have long term implications for how well the concepts of inversion and
associativity are understood.

In summary, the growing body of research on both additive and multipli-
cative concepts demonstrates the complexity of factors relating to not only
conceptual knowledge of arithmetic but also to how conceptual knowledge is
assessed. As Robinson and LeFevre (2012) pointed out, current research, and
theories of how children's concepts develop are based primarily on additive
concepts, typically rely on studies which focus on only one concept at a time,
and do not include a broad range of measures to investigate the many factors
that are involved in children's developing conceptual knowledge of arithmetic.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The NMAP (2008) proposed that knowledge of mathematical concepts is an
important predictor of success in later mathematics learning. They took specific
note of the inverse relation between addition and subtraction as well as the
inverse relation between multiplication and division but they concluded that
American children's weak understanding of these and other core arithmetic
concepts was not acceptable and highlighted the need for curricular change.

The NMAP's (2008) singling out of a multiplicative concept as a specific
area of concern highlights the need for researchers to increase their focus on
children's understanding of multiplication and division. These two operations
and the relations between them are more difficult for children to understand and
may require explicit instruction. In relation to the operations of addition and
subtraction, Nunes et al. (2009) proposed that explicit teaching of concepts,
such as inversion and their associated conceptually-based shortcuts is impor-
tant. Although teaching children about concepts, such as inversion or associa-
tivity in the classroom might present a challenge to researchers who rely on the
novelty of the problems to assess use of the conceptually-based shortcuts, the
benefits to children clearly far outweigh the costs to researchers. By explicitly
drawing children's attention to how operations are related to one another and
how conceptual knowledge can be applied via problem solving procedures are
likely important steps toward increasing children's knowledge of mathemat-
ics (Schneider &Stern, 2009). It can also help reinforce the need to look for
patterns and relations—a central aspect of mathematics (Lai et al., 2008). For
children to gain a deep understanding of mathematics, children may need to be
taught not only about facts and procedures, but also about concepts as outlined
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by the U.S. Common Core State Standards (National Governors Association for

Best Practices and Council of Chief School Officers, 2010).
The studies discussed in this chapter not only highlight the importance of

arithmetic concepts but also reveals some important research and educational

issues. From a research perspective, it should be clear that more attention should

be paid to multiplicative concepts. They are more challenging for children than

additive concepts and take much longer to develop. Further, to gain a more

complete understanding of how concepts develop, whether they are additive

or multiplicative, different patterns of development may be identified depend-

ing on the concept being investigated. This expanded research agenda should

also include a focus on developmental differences in the emergence of additive

and multiplicative concepts. Finally, given the striking individual variability

from the early elementary years to the university years in how we11 arithmetic

concepts are understood and applied during problem solving, a more thorough
examination is needed of the factors or, better yet, the combination of factors

relating to the understanding of arithmetic concepts and the application of con-

ceptually-based shortcuts.
From an educational perspective, teachers and parents need to be more

aware that what may seem obvious to them (e.g., that multiplication and divi-

sion are the inverse operations of each other), is not necessarily obvious to chil-

dren. Just as teachers overestimate their students' understanding of the equal

sign (Sherman, 2007), teachers may overestimate their students' understanding

of simple concepts including inversion and associativity. By teaching children
about the relations between operations and by directly comparing and contrast-
ing additive and multiplicative concepts, children will have the opportunity to

become deeper and more flexible mathematical thinkers—qualities that will be

invaluable as they move from dealing with simple arithmetic problems and con-

cepts to more complex mathematical concepts and ideas.
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